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A B S T R A C T

Establishing a design and material evaluation of unique tidal turbine rotors in true hydrodynamic conditions
by means of a numerical structural analysis has presented inadequacies in implementing spatial and temporal
loading along the blade surfaces. This study puts forward a structural performance investigation of true-scale,
ducted, high-solidity, fibre-composite tidal turbine rotor configurations in aligned and yawed flows by utilising
outputs from unsteady blade-resolved computational fluid dynamic models as boundary condition loads within
a finite-element numerical model. In implementation of the partitioned-approach fluid–structure interaction
procedure, three distinct internal blade designs were analysed.

Investigating criteria related to structural deformation and induced strains, hydrostatic & hydrodynamic
analyses are put forward in representation of the rotor within the flow conditions at the installation depth.
The resultant axial deflections for the proposed designs describe a maximum deflection-to-bladespan ratio of
0.04, inducing a maximum strain of 0.9%. A fatigue response analysis is undertaken to acknowledge the blade
material properties required to prevent temporal failure.
1. Introduction

Efforts to improve upon the efficacy of energy-generating turbines
have been in constant development following system implementation
in the global market. At the forefront of the pertinent research is the
effort of increasing mass-flow through the rotor, along with the con-
strainment and alignment of the wake flow to facilitate further turbine
installations (O Rourke et al., 2010). From the research attained, bi-
directional ducts have been installed around a turbine rotor to enhance
performance due to the acceleration of axial flow velocity through
the duct throat as a result of the induced Venturi effect and pressure
discrepancy (Kogan and Seginer, 1963; Borg et al., 2020, 2021).

Attributable to the potential augmentation in power extraction as
a result of the increase in mass-flow, several commercial endeavours
had attempted to adopt ducted turbine technology to achieve economic
prospects. Amongst the ventures, DCNS/OpenHydro Ltd. had designed
an open-centre ducted design approach (Bloomberg, 2020; OpenHydro
Group Ltd., 2017). In open-water trials, a 2 MW turbine was success-
fully installed in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, portrayed in Fig. 1, together
with a pair of 500 kW rated capacity turbines, as a demonstration array
in Paimpol-Bréhat, Northern France, in collaboration with EDF France.
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Albeit the enhancement in generated power, the structural response
of a rotor within a bi-directional duct as a result of the flow accel-
eration under variant free-stream conditions is largely uncertain. Few
research ventures have investigated the induced rotor mechanics in
relation to the developed fluid dynamics, moreover upon the imple-
mentation of a duct feature in a turbine system, within aligned or
misaligned flow (Nachtane et al., 2018; Allsop et al., 2018; Luquet
et al., 2013; Boudounit et al., 2020). The analyses had put forward
coupling approaches by extracting point-force loads or pressure dis-
tributions from empirical models, blade-element momentum theory
(BEMT), or two-dimensional steady-state computational fluid dynamics
as loading conditions within a structural model. Albeit applicable, the
approaches do not account for time-dependent variations of induced
static pressure and wall shear-stress due to distinct, three-dimensional,
transient fluid dynamic phenomena, such as flow separation and tur-
bulence effects. The implementation of a duct feature further magnifies
the deficiencies as a result of the rotor being succumb to ‘highly-loaded
conditions’, requiring validated three-dimensional high-fidelity fluid
dynamic analyses in establishing the true load distribution.
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Fig. 1. The 2 MW-rated OpenHydro ducted turbine.
Source: Adapted from The Canadian Press (2018), The
Canadian Press/Andrew Vaughan, 2016.
In recognition of the loading variation upon power-generating op-
eration, this study strived to overcome the related limitations by im-
plementing a one-way computational fluid dynamic (CFD) and finite-
element analysis (FEA) coupling with blade-explicit actuality to estab-
lish a partitioned-approach fluid–structure interaction (FSI) analysis.
This permitted a structural evaluation in accordance to the modelled
three-dimensional flow features, together with induced turbulence ef-
fects, at the rotor. Numerical validation of the computational fluid
dynamic model was attained (Borg et al., 2020) in addition to the
hydrodynamic outcomes of a full-scale, ducted turbine by comparing
to literature (Betz, 1928) and blade-element momentum theory (Allsop
et al., 2017). By utilising the numerical hydrodynamic outcomes, the
aim of this research was to analyse the structural performance of three
distinct rotor designs for a ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine when
succumb to both aligned and yawed free-stream conditions. By means
of this investigation, an appropriate rotor design was acknowledged,
permitting a basis onto which optimisation of the blade structure
parameters may be developed.

Literature has characterised evidence of rotor loading augmentation
due to a shroud installation through several decades of research by
means of analytical (Lilley and Rainbird, 1956), experimental (Ko-
gan and Seginer, 1963), and numerical (Borg et al., 2020; Belloni
et al., 2017; Allsop, 2018) analyses. Yet the conclusions have been
put forward under the assumption of a rigid rotor structure. Amongst
the fluid–structure numerically-coupled ducted tidal turbine structural
investigations, Nachtane et al. (2018) utilised BEMT to predict the
hydrodynamic performance of a bi-directional ducted tidal turbine in
effort of establishing boundary conditions along the duct structure for
a finite-element model. Similarly, Allsop et al. (2018) implemented
BEMT outputs within a structural analysis code library designed to
translate individual element forces into blade stresses. This was sub-
sequently utilised to calculate the peak stress along the blades, as
well as identifying stress concentration zones, to perform survivability
assessments by incorporating non-uniform inflow profiles and blade
weight forces to establish the degree of cyclic stresses under distinct
operating conditions for a fatigue assessment. Additionally, Luquet
et al. (2013) derived the pressure distribution along a ducted tidal
turbine blade utilising CFD, noting that the outcome may be utilised
within a finite-element analysis.

In distinction to ducted turbine analyses, a number of studies have
established the fluid–structure coupling of bare turbines. The structural
analyses were carried out for the purpose of material selection to
2

distinguish between the utilisation of glass-fibre reinforced polymers
(GFRPs) and carbon-fibre reinforced polymers (CFRPs) for blade spar
caps and shear webs (Boudounit et al., 2020; Grogan et al., 2013; Leong
et al., 2012) by considering the strains induced and flapwise deflection
as properties for the material selection. The hydrodynamic loads had
been established by means of BEMT.

Other studies (Barnes and Morozov, 2016; Zhu et al., 2019) have
considered the variation in the internal structure geometrical con-
figuration of spar caps & shear webs by altering the number and
cross-sectional profile; a parametric elaboration of the results was put
forward in relation to failure criteria. In detriment of the investiga-
tion methodology, however, was the absence of high-fidelity, transient
loading conditions together with the implementation of a shell-element
representation, rather than a solid-element representation. The stresses
were hence induced solely along the perimeter of the cross-section,
rather than acknowledged within a three-dimensional system. Fluid–
structure interaction analyses have also been carried out by means
of a monolithic-approach methodology, where the fluid dynamic and
structural mechanic modules utilise subsequent results inherently in
iterations (Zhang et al., 2014; Rafiee et al., 2016). These investiga-
tions, however, have either assumed the blade to be a solid structure,
rather than varying designs or materials, or a shell representation
implementing glass-fibre composite material properties.

Despite the undertaken research, a finite-element analysis of a
real-scale high-solidity ducted rotor succumb to a variant distribution
of static pressure and wall shear-stress along its surface due to the
conditional parameters of an external fluid domain, at a free-stream
vector both aligned and misaligned to the rotor axis, has not been
attempted. This investigation evaluated the structural response of three
distinct internal blade designs as a result of the hydrodynamic effects
of the duct upon the rotor, where the individual blades were modelled
as three-dimensional solid-element structures, rather than shell-element
or plate-element structures. The numerical analysis elaborated in this
present study is a continuation of Borg et al. (2020, 2021), which had
developed real-scale CFD models to assess the hydrodynamic perfor-
mance of a high-solidity, open-centre rotor within a bi-directional duct
for tidal turbine applications.

2. Numerical methodology

2.1. Physical setup

In representation of the ducted high-solidity turbine, the dimensions
described a duct radius (𝑅 ) of 7.5 m, a rotor radius (𝑅 ) of 6 m,
𝑑𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑡𝑟
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Fig. 2. Geometrical model of the ducted tidal turbine.
a hub radius (𝑅ℎ𝑢𝑏) of 1.75 m, and a duct length (𝐿𝑑𝑐𝑡) of 10 m,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The hydrofoil sections comprising the rotor
blades consisted of a flat-plate design with rounded edges. The external
hydrofoil geometry was quasi-identical to Allsop (2018), yet adapted to
attain a more homogeneous blade surface. The geometry was provided
by EDF R&D to replicate the outcomes of a turbine similar to the design
of the OpenHydro PS2 device.

In view of the round-edged, flat-plate blade profile constituting the
ducted rotor to acquire bi-directional turbine properties, an investi-
gation into the most appropriate internal blade-structure design was
instated. Due to the substantial chord-to-thickness aspect ratio, unique
structural configurations may be required when compared to conven-
tional slender blade designs. For this reason, in an effort to acquire
an efficacious internal blade design in terms of specific mass, material
cost, and structural response of the rotor blades, three design variations
were investigated in replication of the designs elaborated in Krstulovic-
Opara et al. (2009): (a) a solid blade consisting of a single material
throughout its volume, (b) a cored blade consisting of a thick shell
with a foam core, and (c) a reinforced blade consisting of a thick shell
with webbing reinforcements in a void core, oriented perpendicular to
3

the blade chord along the entire blade length, which has been water-
flooded upon installation, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The implemented
shell and reinforcement thicknesses of the two latter blade designs were
instituted to be one-fourth of the blade profile thickness down the entire
blade as a proximate median value from rotor composite cross-section
evaluations by Grogan et al. (2013). In addition, the distance between
each shear web reinforcement (𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛) was acquired by means of:

𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛 =
𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑟 − 2𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟

3
(1)

where 𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑟 is the cross-section chord length and 𝑡𝑟𝑡𝑟 is the cross-section
thickness.

The materials considered for the structural analysis comprised of
composite materials that are commonly utilised in the tidal turbine
industry (Grogan et al., 2013): (i) double-biased (DB) orthotropic glass-
fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP), employed for the solid blade design
and the shell segments of the cored & reinforced blade designs; (ii) uni-
directional (UD) anisotropic glass-fibre reinforced polymers, employed
for the shear web reinforcement segments of the reinforced blade
design; and (iii) corecell structural foam for the core segment of the
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional representations of the high-solidity rotor blade designs considered for the structural analyses.
able 1
igh-solidity rotor blade material properties (Grogan et al., 2013).
Material 𝐸1 𝐸2 𝐺12 𝜈12 Density Design

(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (kg.m−3)

DB GFRP 22.0 22.0 2.7 0.30 1850 a, b, c
Corecell 0.044 0.044 0.020 0.30 65 b
UD GFRP 38.8 10.0 2.7 0.28 1950 c

cored blade design. The properties of the listed materials are presented
in Table 1.

A select range of hydrodynamic conditions was considered for the
analysis. Within aligned flow conditions, low, mean, and extreme cur-
rents were considered at 1 m.s−1, 4 m.s−1, and 7 m.s−1, respectively.
In addition, a bearing range of 0◦, 15◦, 23.2◦, 30◦, solely at 4 m.s−1,
was considered within yawed flow conditions. Both analyses were con-
ducted at low, nominal, and high rotational velocities (TSR 1.00, 1.75,
and 2.50). The simulations implemented an inlet turbulence intensity of
3% and an inlet turbulent length scale of 1 m. At these conditions, the
rotor designs were assessed on distinct criteria: (i) geometric characteri-
sation, (ii) structural deflection, (iii) fracture response, (iv) capital cost,
and (v) fatigue response to establish a definitive blade design selection
for efficacious implementation within tidal turbine operation.

2.2. Numerical setup

A partitioned-approach fluid–structure interaction (FSI) model was
set up, where the hydrodynamic solver was coupled with the structural
solver by extracting the outcomes attained from the prior model and
implemented as loading boundary conditions within the latter. In con-
sideration of this technique, each of the rotor blades, disassociated from
the duct, was individually modelled within the finite-element solver
4

utilising the ducted turbine blade geometrical profiles employed within
the fluid dynamic solver.

A one-way FSI analysis was favoured due to three factors: (i) the
internal blade structure was required to be altered, hence varying the
response properties of the structure; (ii) the non-slender physicality of
the high-solidity blades may exhibit high structural stiffness; and (iii)
as the extremities of the blades are fixed at the duct, where the highest
dynamics are induced, the structural response may not be significant.
Due to the incorporation of a one-way approach, the loading data was
therefore identical for each blade design upon implementation.

2.2.1. Partitioned-approach fluid–structure framework
In an effort to constitute the one-way fluid–structure interaction

framework, the boundary conditions inducing a loading distribution
along the blade surfaces were instated from the distributions of static
pressure and wall shear-stress attained within, and imported directly
from, the hydrodynamic model at distinct temporal points along the
turbine rotation. The hydrodynamic model described a three-
dimensional, real-scale, unsteady CFD model that coupled the seven-
equation Reynolds-Stress ‘Stress-Omega’ Model (𝜏-𝜔) turbulence model
to close the Navier–Stokes equation and analyse the anisotropic flow
domain (Wilcox, 2006). The structural model described a solid three-
dimensional quasi-static model. Each of the eight blades was mod-
elled independent from the entire system, upon which unique loading
conditions were imposed.

The partitioned coupling from the hydrodynamic solver to the struc-
tural solver consisted of exporting data points detailing the Cartesian
location and value of the parameters specified. As the total force
induced by a fluid flow is the summation of static pressure and wall
shear-stress upon a surface, the two parameters were extracted from
the CFD solver. Within the finite-element model, static pressure was
imposed as a magnitude, whereas wall shear-stress was imposed as
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the partitioned-approach fluid–structure interaction technique implementation by importing parameter distributions along the blade surface from the
hydrodynamic CFD model.
a Cartesian vector (x-,y-, and z-wall shear). On average, 55,000 data
points per time-step were transferred; the implementation is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The parametric distribution at the rotor surface was imported
at every azimuth angle (𝜙) of 45◦ along the rotation for three periods
to attain a representation of the dynamic load induced upon operation.
5

In addition to the hydrodynamic parameters, hydrostatic pressure
was introduced within the solution by modelling the rotor axis to
be situated 20 m below sea-level due to the ducted tidal turbine
design conditions of being installed at 35 m depth (Zhou et al., 2017).
Furthermore, fixed boundary conditions were allocated to the root
surface of the blade, together with Coriolis effect considered at constant
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Table 2
Mesh independence analysis for the solid/cored rotor blade structural design.

n Cell number Cell number ratio 𝑆 𝜀 𝛹

3 635,672 1.242 0.002528 −0.000030 0.2451
2 511,834 1.340 0.002498 −0.000122
1 382,167 0.002376

rotational velocity, to acquire representative environmental conditions
of the ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine in operation.

2.2.2. Finite-element mesh
Designed to explicitly incorporate all eight distinct rotor blades for

the three blade designs, the physical models were imprinted with a
hybrid hexahedral–tetrahedral mesh for the solid and cored blade de-
signs, and a hexahedral mesh for the reinforced blade design, illustrated
in Fig. 5. The physical models consisted of solid quadratic elements.
The implementation of solid elements was preferred in representing
the outer-shell segment of the blade as shell elements put forward the
assumption that the structural outcomes are consistent throughout the
structure thickness. This was deemed to be untenable for the full-scale
high-solidity rotor due to the complex geometrical layout of the blade,
together with the variable parametric distribution upon its surface.

In addition to a solid-element format, quadratic elements were
utilised to introduce mid-nodes within each cell. The implementation
was advantageous in discretising the thickness of the outer-shell &
reinforcement structures to increase the accuracy of the simulation.
Furthermore, a two-cell-thick layout was imposed along the thickness
of the shell & reinforcement sections, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b), to
attain a quadratic relationship between the structural outcomes and
the thickness of the blade feature; hexahedral volumetric cells were
imposed along the load-bearing surfaces for all blade designs.

In creating the mesh, the solid and cored blades were instated as
whole components for the cells to be imposed along; identical meshes
were utilised, yet differing material properties were allocated for the
two designs. The reinforced blade, however, was more complex to set
up. To permit an equivalent distribution of hexahedral cells, the struc-
ture was discretised into blade sections. Yet, due to the discretisation,
the three-dimensional non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) sec-
tioned structure was too complex to tessellate in a consistent manner.
In consequence, the sections were meshed separately, and numerically
linked by means of a face-to-face bonded contact merge when simulat-
ing. Overall, the eight rotor blades were meshed, where the solid/cored
rotor mesh was comprised of a total of 635,672 elements and 2,680,248
nodes, whereas the reinforced rotor comprised of 571,392 elements
and 3,362,160 nodes. A mesh independence procedure, described in
Table 2, was carried out on the rotor designs by considering the param-
eter with the highest degree of dynamics. Mesh independent parameters
were established utilising ITTC recommended meshing procedures and
guidelines (Resistance Committee of the 28th ITTC., 2017):

𝜀𝑛 = 𝑆𝑛 − 𝑆𝑛−1 (2)

𝛹 =
𝜀𝑛
𝜀𝑛−1

(3)

where 𝛹 is the convergence ratio, 𝜀 is the difference between the con-
sidered variable (𝑆) at different mesh independence study iterations,
and the subscript 𝑛 is the mesh independence study iteration.

The finite-element computations were performed using the ARCHIE-
WeSt cluster facility at the University of Strathclyde by running two
Intel Xeon Gold 6138 2.00 GHz computational nodes, with 8 cores
and up to 192 GB of RAM per node per simulation. One ducted
rotor structural simulation was completed within roughly 20 wall-clock
hours, equivalent to 160 core-hours.
6

Fig. 5. Illustration of the blade meshes.

3. Numerical model characterisation

3.1. Physical modelling

In consideration of the analysis of a physical turbine, notable defini-
tions concerning the resultant performance outcomes were identified.
The tip-speed ratio (𝑇𝑆𝑅) was established as an equivalence between
the linear blade-tip velocity and the free-stream velocity (𝑈∞):

𝑇𝑆𝑅 =
𝛺𝑥𝑅𝑟𝑡𝑟 (4)

𝑈∞
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Table 3
Geometric properties of the high-solidity tidal turbine rotor designs.

Blade property Solid design Cored design Reinforced design

Moment of Inertia (kg.m2) 4.587 × 105 2.422 × 105 3.640 × 105

Specific Mass (kg.m−3) 1850 982 1472
Specific Gravity 1.853 0.984 1.475

where 𝛺𝑥 is the system axial rotational speed and 𝑅𝑟𝑡𝑟 is the rotor
radius.

The thrust coefficient (𝐶𝑇 ) was quantified as a function of the device
thrust (𝑇𝑑𝑣𝑐) and the maximum thrust potentially induced upon the
device area (𝑇∞):

𝐶𝑇 =
𝑇𝑑𝑣𝑐
𝑇∞

=
𝐹𝑧

1
2𝜌𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑐𝑈2

∞

=
𝐹𝑧

1
2𝜌𝜋𝑅

2
𝑑𝑣𝑐𝑈

2
∞

(5)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑐 is the device area, 𝑅𝑑𝑣𝑐 is the device
adius, and 𝐹𝑧 is the stream-wise axial force on the device.

In establishing the fatigue life of the materials constituting the
lades, the strain-life method was utilised to relate the temporal struc-
ural response:

𝛥𝜀𝑒
2

=
𝜎′𝑓
𝐸

⋅ (2𝑁𝑓 )𝑏 (6)

where 𝛥𝜀𝑒 is the total strain amplitude, 𝜎′𝑓 is the fatigue strength
parameter, 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus, 𝑁𝑓 is the number of cycles to
failure, and 𝑏 is the fatigue strength exponent.

4. Structural performance of the ducted, high-solidity tidal tur-
bine rotor

4.1. Geometric characterisation

Primarily acknowledging the variations in geometric characteristics
between the blade designs, three properties were investigated: the mo-
ment of inertia, specific mass, and specific gravity of the high-solidity
rotors.

As specified in Table 3, the solid blade design attained the highest
parametric values. This design required the highest degree of torque
to induce a unit rotational acceleration. In contrast, the cored blade
design attained the lowest parametric values as half of the dense
GFRP volume was substituted for the Corecell material. The reinforced
design, consisting of two GFRP materials for the shell and webs, whilst
flooded with water, presented intermediate values between the two
prior designs.

4.2. Hydrostatic analysis

Hydrostatic pressure was implemented along the surfaces of the
blades in simulation of the subsea depth. The suitability of the struc-
tures was therefore acknowledged throughout non-operational proce-
dures, such as installation and maintenance processes.

By means of the analysis, the solid and reinforced blade designs sus-
tained their structural integrity as no structural deviation was induced.
The cored blade, however, was succumb to minute yielding, due to the
malleable foam-core, which induced a region of low strain at the root,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

4.3. Hydrodynamic performance analysis

The hydrodynamic thrust induced upon the ducted turbine rotor
during operation within aligned and yawed flow conditions was anal-
ysed, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. Within
aligned flow conditions, a high thrust coefficient was attained at low
TSR, with a mean value of 0.76, which decreased to a mean of 0.52 at
high TSR in a linear variation. The outputs at yawed flow conditions
acted similarly, yet portrayed a deviation dependent on the angular
bearing of the free-stream. The highest thrust was attained at a flow-
bearing of 23.2𝑜. Further descriptions are elaborated in Borg et al.
7

(2020). f
4.4. Hydrodynamic fracture analysis

4.4.1. Blade deflection
4.4.1.1. Axial deflection. Primarily, the blade deflection acting parallel
to the rotor axis was analysed in relation to the free-stream magnitude
and turbine rotational velocity for all three blade designs. Illustrated
in Fig. 8, the solid blade attained the lowest mean deflection, whereas
the cored blade acquired the highest, albeit minutely, due to the
implementation of the foam core, which constituted 50% of the blade
volume, diminishing the global Young’s modulus. The reinforced blade
attained an intermediate mean deflection.

The axial deflection was relatively minute for all three designs,
with a maximum deflection equivalent to approximately 4% of the
blade length. The deflections were minute as the blade was constrained
at the tip, where higher dynamics were induced, rather than at the
hub. At yawed flow conditions, the deflections of the blade were more
substantial at higher TSRs, as illustrated in Fig. 9, analogous to the
variation in thrust.

The behaviour of the deflection along the blade surface was inves-
tigated. As illustrated in Fig. 10, the maximum value was attained at
the trailing edge in the vicinity of the blade hub. The point of highest
deflection was present at this location as a result of the relatively
high blade pitch, inducing simultaneous bending and torsion upon the
structure.

4.4.1.2. Global deflection. To acknowledge the proportion of axial de-
flection upon the full physical response, the three-dimensional global
deflection of the blades was acquired, illustrated in Fig. 11. On average,
for both aligned and yawed flow conditions, the axial deflection was
found to be approximately 94% of the total deflection, hence acknowl-
edging the majority of the dynamics induced to be acting within the
axial direction of the rotor.

4.4.2. Normal elastic strain
4.4.2.1. Radial strain. Establishing the strain acting along the length
of the blades, the lowest values of radial strain were attained by the
solid blade design, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The highest values were
displayed by the cored blade due to the comparably lesser rigidity,
with an intermediate value by the reinforced blade. The maximum
radial strain along the blade diminished with rotational velocity, yet
increased in relation to the free-stream velocity, analogous to the
thrust variation induced upon the blade. The cored design response at
low free-stream conditions was acknowledged to be distinct from the
supplementary two blade designs due to the strain instigated by the
hydrostatic pressure. In addition, the maximum strain response induced
at yawed flow conditions occurred at flow bearings of 15◦ and 23.2◦ for
ll blade designs, as depicted in Fig. 13.

The highest tensile value transpired upon the cored blade at low
otational velocity in extreme free-stream conditions. The magnitude
as 22.1% of the DB GFRP yield strength, hence not exceeding its
ltimate strain-to-failure value. To ascertain its structural integrity, an
ngineering safety factor of 2 was implemented, increasing the normal
train to 44.2% of the permissible strain. Operation at the specified
onditions was therefore inconsequential to the structural integrity of
he rotor, and within the limits of reliable operation.

Furthermore, in recognising the radial strain distribution along the
urfaces of the three blade designs, illustrative representations of the
tructures were established, as depicted in Fig. 14. By means of the
nalysis, two strain concentrations, in tension and compression, were
cknowledged towards the leading edge, at the root, of the high-solidity
lade for all three structural designs in both aligned and yawed flows.
he concentration was brought about due to the simultaneous bending
nd torsion instigated by the fluid–structure interaction upon the wide
lade. Consequent to the presence of strain localisation, should a
tructural defect transpire, crack propagation may induce the structural

ailure of the high-solidity blade.
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Fig. 6. Structural response cross-section of the cored blade design under hydrostatic load.
Fig. 7. Mean hydrodynamic thrust coefficient upon the turbine rotor at aligned and yawed flow conditions.
In addition, the illustrated surface strain distribution of the three
blades were distinct in relation to the internal design. The solid design
attained a comparatively large concentration zone, which dissipated
gradually along the structure. The cored design sustained a higher
degree of strain concentration along the root of the rotor blades. The
reinforced design permitted global strain reduction, yet induced local
strain increases at the locations of the reinforcement webs.
8

4.4.2.2. Tangential strain & axial strain. Identifying strain acting along
the width of the blade, illustrated in Fig. 15, the values of tangential
strain were found to be, on average, a magnitude of 3, for solid blades,
and 15, for cored and reinforced blades, lower than the radial strains.
The lowest values of tangential strain were attained by the reinforced
blade design, whereas the highest values were displayed by the solid
blade design. Due to the orthotropic material consistency of the blade
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Fig. 8. Mean axial deflection of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.

Fig. 9. Mean axial deflection of the distinct blade designs within yawed flow conditions.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the axial deflection distribution along the solid blade design
(𝑈∞ = 4 m.s−1; 𝑇𝑆𝑅 = 1.75; 𝜙 = 0◦).

setup, the higher rigidity permitted lessened stress dissipation in com-
parison to the variant designs. Similar to the variation in hydrodynamic
thrust induced upon the blade, the tangential strain along the blade
diminished with rotational velocity, whilst increasing with free-stream
velocity.

Identifying strain acting in a direction parallel to the rotor axis,
illustrated in Fig. 16, the values of axial strain were found to be,
10
on average, a magnitude of 3, for solid blades, and 13, for cored
and reinforced blades, lower than the radial strain. The variations
in structural outcomes displayed similarities with those of tangential
strain.

4.4.3. Equivalent elastic strain
As the structural response of the high-solidity rotor pertained multi-

directional strain states, the von Mises equivalent elastic strain was
analysed. The lowest values of equivalent strain were attained by the
solid blade design, whereas the highest values were displayed by the
cored design due to the lesser rigidity. The reinforced design attained
an intermediate response, as illustrated in Fig. 17. As a result of the
degree of strain, the maximum tensile value increased to 67.8% of the
DB GFRP yield strength.

4.4.4. Shear elastic strain
The ducted tidal turbine design consisted of rotor blades sharply

extruding from the duct housing at the tip of the structure, where dy-
namics are highest. The induced shear strain was therefore investigated
at the interfacing plane between the blade root and the duct.

Illustrated in Fig. 18, the value of shear response was found to
be equivalent in magnitude to the equivalent strain, as the strain
concentrations were present within the vicinity of the blade root. The
shear distribution along the root plane at mean aligned velocity was
investigated for the three blade designs, illustrated in Fig. 19. Along
the three blade profiles, four concentration zones were developed at
the rounded vertices of the root plane as torsion and bending motions
were induced.

4.5. Material cost analysis

In result of the outcomes attained via the prior investigations,
the structural integrity of the three proposed internal blade designs
was sustained within the analysed conditions. To establish a distinc-
tion between the designs, a material cost analysis was put forward,
Fig. 11. Mean global deflection of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.
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Fig. 12. Mean normal radial strain of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.

Fig. 13. Mean normal radial strain of the distinct blade designs within yawed flow conditions.
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Fig. 14. Illustrations of the normal radial strain distribution along the blade structural designs (𝑈∞ = 4 m.s−1; 𝑇𝑆𝑅 = 1.75; 𝜙 = 0◦).
acknowledging the most cost-effective composition, in exclusion of
manufacturing and fabrication costs.

Implementing material costs for uni-directional fibre sheets, bi-
directional fibre sheets, epoxy resin, and structural foam materials
from prior investigations (Bortolotti et al., 2019), whilst attaining the
volume of the blade components from the established structural model,
the final costing estimations of the blade materials for the full rotor
was established, as depicted in Table 4. The ratio of filler-to-matrix
materials within the GFRPs was acquired by relating the densities of
the matrix (Solvay, 2013) and e-glass to the global density of the
12
fibreglass material. The most cost-effective arrangement, in terms of
materials implemented, was found to be the reinforced design, being
approximately 50% and 6.5% lower in capital than the solid and cored
blade designs, respectively.

4.6. Fatigue analysis

4.6.1. Principal elastic strain
In establishing the characteristics that lead to temporal failure as

a result of fatigue crack propagation, the maximum principal strain
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Fig. 15. Mean normal tangential strain of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.

Fig. 16. Mean normal axial strain of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.
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Fig. 17. Mean equivalent strain of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.

Fig. 18. Mean shear strain of the distinct blade designs within aligned flow conditions.
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Fig. 19. Illustrations of the shear strain distribution at the blade root (𝑈∞ = 4 m.s−1; 𝑇𝑆𝑅 = 1.75; 𝜙 = 0◦)
along the blade was investigated. Analysed at the mean free-stream
magnitude (4 m.s−1) within aligned (0◦) and nominal bearing (23.2◦)
at mid and high rotational velocities, the mean response per azimuth
angle of 45◦ was attained. Due to the inconsistencies in the strain
response of the cored blade design at low free-stream velocity, the
fatigue analysis was solely undertaken upon the solid and reinforced
blade designs. By means of the investigation, a cyclic response was
15
acknowledged, as illustrated in Fig. 20, providing evidence of the
likelihood of failure by fatigue.

4.6.2. Strain-life analysis
As a cyclic load was induced within a rotational period of power-

generating operation, an investigation into the fatigue performance of
the fibre-composite rotor blade designs was carried out. Analysing the
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Fig. 20. Cyclic representation of maximum principal elastic strain within aligned and yawed flow conditions.
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otal material costs of the high-solidity tidal turbine rotor designs.
Blade structure Solid design Cored design Reinforced design

Cost ($) 596,000 321,000 300,000

system when succumb to high-cycle fatigue, the strain-life (𝜀𝑒 - 𝑁𝑓 )
ethodology was implemented to establish the temporal response of

he ducted turbine rotor within a 10- to 25-year design-life.
The strain-life approximation however requires specifications re-

ated to the failure properties of the material utilised, namely the
atigue strength exponent (𝑏) and fatigue strength parameter (𝜎′𝑓 ), to
cquire the strain fluctuation that induces failure by fatigue within a
umber of cycles. The two values are typically established by means
f experimentation in relation to destructive testing, which were not
nown for the adopted composite material. In this regard, as the
upplementary terms within the strain-life equation were acquired, the
ethodology was therefore utilised to establish a definitive material
roperty range to avoid failure by fatigue. The equation was satisfied
y implementing the mean variation in principal elastic strain per cycle
𝛥𝜀𝑒) acquired via the finite-element analysis, Young’s modulus (𝐸),
nd number of cycles to failure (𝑁𝑓 ) established to vary between 10
o 25 years of operation within Paimpol-Bréhat site conditions (Pham
nd Martin, 2009).

The fatigue strength exponent for the reinforced design was com-
uted in relation to the fatigue strength parameter when succumb to
ligned and nominal yawed flow conditions at mid and high rotational
elocities. By means of the range comparison, illustrated in Fig. 21, the
aximum fatigue strength exponent was acknowledged to occur at mid

otational velocities within nominal free-stream bearings.
Additionally, the material properties for the solid blade design was

nvestigated, presented in Fig. 22. In comparison to the reinforced
16
esign, the temporal response lessened as the solid design portrayed
igher rigidity. Similar to the reinforced design, the maximum fatigue
trength exponent occurred at mid rotational velocities within nominal
ree-stream bearings. The material properties acknowledged for both
esigns were quasi-equivalent at mid and high rotational velocities.
espite establishing diminished forces upon the blades at the latter
ondition, the load cycle frequency was greater, hence contributing to
he fatigue response.

In recognition of the temporal analyses, the variation in fatigue
trength exponent, by considering the solid and reinforced internal
lade designs through a 10 to 25-year design life within aligned and
ominal flow bearings at mid and high rotational velocities, ranged
rom −0.24 to −0.46. In consideration that a fatigue strength exponent
f −0.119 had been attained at a fatigue strength parameter of 557
Pa for a GFRP (Manjunatha et al., 2010), the modelled outcomes were

cknowledged to fall within a rational arrangement.

. Conclusion

This study put forward an investigation into the structural response
f a ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine rotor in real flow conditions
y means of a partitioned-approach numerical coupling between a
lade-resolved, unsteady computational fluid dynamics solver and a
inite-element solver. The research strived to overcome the limitations
f prior analyses by acknowledging the explicit three-dimensional phys-
cality of the rotor blades. By this means, static pressure and wall
hear-stress parameters were imported from the hydrodynamic model
nd mapped along the blade surface of the structural model as loading
oundary conditions. As a result, a coherent representation of the
urbine rotor blade response in aligned and yawed free-stream flows
as established.
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Fig. 21. Fatigue response of the reinforced high-solidity tidal turbine rotor blade design.
Three internal blade designs were put forward and analysed to
cquire the more appropriate configuration for ducted, high-solidity
otor blades. In consideration of the structural outcomes derived, the
eometrical characterisation of the three rotor designs was primarily
cknowledged. The moment of inertia of the cored and reinforced blade
ere found to constitute 53.1% and 79.6% that of the solid blade,

espectively. Subsequently, a hydrostatic analysis was undertaken to
etermine the structural integrity of the three blade designs at the
nstallation water depth. All designs were acknowledged to sustain
ntegrity, despite slight yielding apparent upon the cored design.

In continuation, a hydrodynamic analysis was undertaken. The
ighest normal strain response was induced by the cored blade design,
ortraying least rigidity, whereas the solid blade design attained the
east response. The reinforced blade design provided an intermediate
alue. The investigated conditions were found to not exceed the ulti-
ate strain value of the double-biased glass-fibre reinforced polymer

or all blade designs. Due to the outcomes, the three designs were
eemed to be largely equivalent in sustaining structural integrity at
he operational conditions. Despite the outcomes, strain concentrations
ere induced at the leading edge of the blade, within the immedi-
te vicinity of the root This occurred upon all three structural blade
17
designs in all flow conditions. The concentrations resulted from the
simultaneous bending and torsion responses.

Ancillary to the fracture analysis, a blade material cost analysis
was undertaken to establish an estimation on the most cost-effective
assortment of materials implementable for the three blade designs.
The reinforced blade was acknowledged to require the least capital
expenditure, whereas the solid blade required the highest.

In culmination, a fatigue analysis was undertaken to acknowledge
an appropriate range of GFRP material properties for the designs within
the considered flow conditions. By comparing the reinforced and solid
blade designs, the values attained were found to be largely equivalent.
Therefore, as a result of the outcomes attained and discussed, the
reinforced internal blade design was considered to procure a favourable
combination of high rigidity and comparatively lower weight, in addi-
tion to lower material capital expenditure. Albeit the outcome, further
investigations are required to pursue a more appropriate design, specif-
ically in establishing the optimised shell and webbing thickness for the
operational conditions analysed, to further improve the performance of
the ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine.
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Fig. 22. Fatigue response of the solid high-solidity tidal turbine rotor blade design.
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